**Quote of the Month**

**Bernstein, more than anyone else, had the ability to find the right notes that had been missing for decades before or after Beethoven, more than any other composer before or after him.**

— Leonard Bernstein

**RECOMMENDED INTERNET JAZZ RADIO**

**Just Jazz**
- Hosted by Bob Defters.
- Features two hours of great jazz music.
- 6:00 p.m. ET on Toronto’s Jazz FM 91.

**Chronicle**
- Hosted by Brad Miller.
- Features jazz over the decades covering a SWAG of tunes with one exception — smooth.
- 8:00 p.m. ET.

**Late Night Jazz with Rusty Hassan**
- Hosted by Bob Defters.
- Features two hours of great jazz music.
- 9:00 p.m. ET.

**REFRAIN:**

There's no task he isn't shirking
Lacking talent, charm, and grace
And tossed all that's decent aside again
And spied again

**NEW & RECOMMENDED CDs**

Carlos Henriquez: Staying Cool, Hang Loose, Admit Nothing!
- The nation's worst, worst kind
- Delirious, delusional, and dangerous is he
- He's a pig and a racist
- Loves to tweet
- And spied again
- Seriously, do you really believe that if he were ever in a war he'd be saying that out loud, in public?
- The only way to accomplish that, short of a reelection defeat, is... No collusion!
- Sorry, Rachel Maddow, Maxine Waters, David Corn, assorted liberals, and other believers and fans.

**Bonegasm**
- Hosted by broadcast producer Bob Bernotas.
- Features music of note, plus other beloved standards.
- 8:00 p.m. and Tues. 11:00 a.m.
- 852 Broad St., Flemington, NJ 08822 ext. 338 or 908-462-8461 ext. 338.
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